NORTH STATE
AUDIO VISUAL, INC

DECORATIVE
LIGHTING

Our ability to transform a drab, generic or dilapidated event facility is only limited by our collective
imaginations. This process starts with a conceptual design and some color choices that will be tied into
linens, signage and other decor features that you the client may have in mind. We are experts at
developing a solid and exciting concept and then turning the idea into a reality that will excite and amaze
each and every guests in the room. This is done using different combinations of the following tools:

UP LIGHTS AND COLOR WASHES
Chauvet Freedom PAR Hex4- this battery powered LED up light is completely wireless allowing
us to place accents in limitless places, without having to pull power or control cabling to the light.
The result is a super clean look and a much faster setup. Controllable from our IPAD, we can set
the color to precisely match the accents in your linens or decorations in an instant.
Source Four Leko- these lights are used to project breakup patterns, images , shapes and
textures onto the walls, floor and ceiling using insertable steel gobos. We have multiple
lenses for each light allowing us to get the size of the pattern just how we want it regardless
of how far away we must place the light in the room. Custom gobos are available if you
wish to display a company logo or the couples names in a particular place of interest.
Gobos can also be rotated, combined in pairs, blurred and distorted allowing for stunning
visual effects like water movement and rotational star and planet effects.

ACCENT AND PURPOSE LIGHTS
Purpose Lights- are used to illuminate catering buffets, bars, silent auction tables,
awards displays, artwork and any other focal point that we want to pop. Our custom
designed purpose lights consist of 4 Black PAR 16 mini cans and mount atop a
telescoping black pipe and drape pole and base plate. These one of a kind lights have
barn doors that we tune to allow the light to hit only the regions we want it to and nothing
else. So they don’t wash out our walls and up lights and they don’t shine in the eyes of
your patrons as they bid on the silent auction items or wait for their cocktail.

Lighting Trees and Trusses- For lighting a presentation area, stage or auction
platform, we often do not have the overhead structure to allow for flying a truss
of stage lights and therefor have to use small lighting trees. All of our tripod
stands are meticulously dressed in black linen stand covers.
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If you can think of it, we will find a way to do it and if you’re short on ideas, we are great at
contributing to the design process and dreaming up ideas with you. Some of the following
examples show how we addressed specific themes with lighting decor.

THEMES AND THEATRICS
Under The Sea Theme- Sting rays and jelly fish are hung them from the
ceiling in a hallway that was draped in black, lit from above and below in 2
different colors to create blue night sky above and green depths below.
Patterns of leaves resembling sea weed projected on the wall using a
gobo. Moving waves water effect across the ceiling.

James Bond Theme- Since they do not make a James Bond Gobo, we created this one ourselves using
a local Waterjet metal cutting service. The theme continued all the way around the room with other
images from the 007 series, including playing cards, a casino logo, female silhouettes and video clips of
the artful intros to each of the movies. We paid the royalties to use the imagery, movie clips and music.

Valentines Gala Theme- They wanted pink color washes and valentines day
hearts and that is exactly what we gave them.

Fall Harvest Theme- Maple Leaves breakup patterns and amber glow
color wash to transform this plain white rental tent.

